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Introduction
Granulation is an important step in pharmaceutical solid dosage form processing. It is a process
where-by powder particles are made to adhere to each other, to form larger multi-particle entities
called granules, thus increasing the overall particle size of the material. Granulation techniques are
used to prevent segregation of the components of a mixture, to improve flow properties of a mixture
(material of a larger particle size flows better than material with a smaller particle size) and to improve
compaction properties of a mixture (larger particle size granules tend to compact more easily than
smaller particle size material).
In Fluid Bed Granulation (FBG), granules are formed by the addition
of a granulation liquid (typically water or water with a binding
agent) onto a powder bed in a granulator. Powders are fluidized
and a binder solution or suspension is sprayed onto the fluidized
particles, creating liquid bridges which form granulates from the
powder. After spraying the binder solution into the formulation
and forming the granule the product must be dried to the desired
moisture level. The structures created by the liquid bridges are
then maintained by solid binder bonds. The space in the granulate
which was occupied by the liquid is now void, as such permitting
modified size and porosity of the granulates for their intended
function, e.g. for compression into tablets.
Therefore the importance of the drying process cannot be
underestimated. If the granules are over-dried the action of the
fluid bed can cause the fracture of granules creating undesirable
fines and can damage the formulation due to hydration changes in
Figure 1: A Lab Scale Fluid Bed
Granulator
some actives and excipients. If the granules are not dry enough the
product will not flow properly and cause problems with subsequent
processing stages, including product sticking to the faces of the
tablet press punches during compression. Increased moisture may also have a detrimental impact on
final product stability, negatively impacting shelf life and product quality.
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In order to determine drying end point samples are typically withdrawn from the fluid bed with a
sample thief and analysed off-line for moisture content. While modern analytical instrumentation has
improved the time lines for carrying out the analysis, this methodology still leads to, what can be a
significant time delay before moisture results are available to an operator. Quite often moisture levels
do not fall within specification after the initial drying cycle requiring a second or even third drying,
sampling and analysis cycle.
For an FBG process, there are a number of factors which can impact not only the end-point moisture
content but also the preceding moisture profile in time. In order to optimise the process to ensure
batch-to-batch consistency and efficient running of the process, it is desired that the moisture profile
in time is also well defined and controlled and so the design space must be well defined and monitored
ensuring the ability to implement corrective action.
The Process Analytical Technology (PAT) initiative as developed by the FDA aims to implement this
methodology of real-time analysis with a view to increase process understanding and control in order
to verify product quality and release it for subsequent processing without delay. Using NIR the process
can be monitored for low levels of residual moisture and to yield better process control and drying
end-point determination and so improve batch-to-batch consistency.
Near-infrared (NIR) Spectroscopy is a one such technology which fits well with the PAT initiative as an
alternative to the traditional methodology for determining moisture levels in a FBG process. NIR
spectroscopy is a rapid non-destructive technique that can be used for in-process analysis of moisture
in the manufacturing environment. Real-time measurements can be made with no sample preparation
and the data can be analysed and stored automatically.
The technique is capable of monitoring the fluid bed process in realtime, allowing both better process understanding and control for
example, by aiding in DOEs for the definition of the design space
and as a means for monitoring in real-time the control and action
limits allowing for the modification of process conditions if required
prior to end-point determination.
Multieye from Innopharma Labs is an NIR spectrometer which has
been developed to overcome some of the difficulties associated
with using NIR for in-line process monitoring and understanding.
One important application for Multieye is real-time moisture
content determination during fluid bed granulation.

Figure 2: The Multieye NIR
Spectrometer

Presented here is a study using Multieye to determine the effects of three process parameters on the
moisture time profile during a standard fluid bed granulation process.
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Experimental Plan
The study aimed to determine the effects of three process parameters on the moisture profile during
a standard fluid bed granulation process. To achieve this, the process parameters of Inlet air
temperature, atomisation pressure and spray rate were varied in such a way to be consistent with a
23 factorial DOE and be representative of the operational design space.
In this way, 8 experiments were performed with the process parameters varied between two states;
low and high. The CPP settings and experimental design can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1: Critical Process Parameter Values
Critical Process Parameter

Low State

High State

Inlet Air temp (°C)
Atomisation Pressure (Bar)
Spray Rate (g/min)

50
0.5
225

60
1.5
275

Table 2: Experimental Design
Run Number

Inlet Air Temp
( °C )

Atomisation Pressure
( Bar )

Spray Rate
( g/min )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High

Low
Low
High
High
Low
Low
High
High

Low
Low
Low
Low
High
High
High
High

Materials & Equipment
The experiments were conducted using a WS Combo 250 fluid bed granulator from Glatt. The WS
Combo 250 is an all-round production system for maximum flexibility in processing technology
and optimum performance: drying, granulating or coating all in one system.
The in-line moisture content of the material during the granulation process
was determined by the Multieye, a multi-point, real-time, NIR instrument
developed by Innopharma Labs as a Process Analytical Technology (PAT),
see Figure 2. The Multieye is a non-product contact instrument which can
measure online, in-line or at-line at up to 4 locations concurrently within a
production process and in real-time by the use of fiber optic probes.
The fiber optic probes used to monitor the granulation processes were
designed specifically for non-contact moisture analysis by Innopharma
Labs. The fiber optic cables include a collimating lens arrangement to
improve sensitivity while the cables are of a multi-core design with a 400
micron core size dedicated to measurement and a surrounding 6 core light
transmission arrangement to illuminate the measurement area.

Figure 3: Multieye Probe
Observing the Process
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The Multieye probe was positioned outside the viewing port on the Glatt WS Combo in order to record
NIR spectra from the moving fluid bed materials in real time.
At-line moisture content of the material was determined by sampling and Loss On Drying (LOD)
analysis using the Mettler Toledo LJ16 moisture Analyser for the purposes of cross-calibration and
verification of the in-line moisture results.
For all experiments, a mixture of 5.1 kg of Avicel 101 and 10.2 kg of lactose were added to the
granulator and fluidised for 10 minutes to blend to homogeneity. A 5.8% granulation solution of PVP
K90 in water was added by bottom spray at the high and low spray rate values (see Table 1 ). At the
end of the granulation solution addition stage, the drying process stage commenced until a product
temperature of 42°C was reached. The average of 500 NIR spectra were recorded approximately every
4 seconds during the granulation solution addition stage and the drying stage of the process. 1g
samples were removed from the granulator at 10, 20, 30 and 40 minute intervals and again at 10 and
20 minutes post drying and finally at the end of drying. These samples were analyses using LOD
analysis using the Mettler Toledo LJ16 moisture Analyser.

Chemometric Modelling
In order to cross-calibrate the NIR measurements with the moisture content within the fluid bed
granulator, Partial Least Squares Regression Analysis (PLS/PLSR) was performed using the R statistical
package. A series of PLS models were formed using the LOD analysis and then used to predict the
moisture content through-out the FBG process.
In order to do so, a moving average of 5 spectra (each an average of 500) corresponding to approx. 20
second measurement period was first conducted. To the averaged spectra, one or a combination of
the following common NIR correction methods were applied as deemed required; Standard Normal
Variate (SNV), Savitzky-Golay smoothing and detrending.
For further information on the PLS method of modelling in the R statistical package, the reader is
referred to Mevik [2007].

Results & Discussions
In order to present the results in a meaningful and easy
to interpret fashion while allowing for the observation of
the effects of all 3 process parameters on the moisture
profile. Error! Reference source not found. presents the p
redicted moisture profiles on 3 dimensional grid which
corresponds to the layout presented in Figure 4.
The x-axis represents a change in the inlet air
temperature, the y-axis represents a change in the spray
rate and the z-axis represents a change in the atomisation
pressure.

Figure 4: Presentation of Results
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From this, the effect of any one or combination of the changes in process parameters can be easily
seen.

Figure 5: Moisture Time profiles. In-line measurements represented in green. At-line measurements in Red.
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Inlet Air Temperature
presents a comparison between a high
and low inlet temperature.
Figure 6

The effect of increasing the inlet air
temperature is to firstly reduce the maximum
moisture content of the product and secondly
to reduce the time to drying end-point.
By increasing the spray rate (see Error! R
eference source not found.) however it is
possible to slight increase the maximum
moisture content however it does not appear
to fully compensate for the impact of increased
inlet air temperature.

Figure 5: Comparison of the Effect of High and Low Inlet
Temperature on Moisture

Spray Rate
presents a comparison between high
and low spray rate.
Figure 6

The affect of increasing the spray rate is to
increase the time to maximum moisture
content of the product. An additional perhaps
surprising effect is to also increase the
maximum moisture content. This is perhaps
due to the reduction in time for evaporation to
occur allowing for more moisture to remain
within the bowl.

Figure 6: Comparison of the Effect of High and Low Spray
Rate on Moisture

Atomisation Pressure
Figure 7 presents a comparison between high
and low atomisation pressure.
The effect of an increase in the atomisation
pressure is to change the droplet size of the
moisture sprayed into the bowl. It appears that
this property has little to no effect on the
moisture time profile or moisture end-point
and so is not of critical importance to the
moisture properties of the product.

Figure 7: Comparison of the Effect of High and Low
Atomisation Pressure on Moisture
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Conclusion
The study demonstrated that Multieye successfully and accurately monitored the moisture content
through-out each process run as verified by excellent correlation with LOD analysis. It was also found
that the Multieye was successfully able to monitor the moisture content through-out the entire
operational design space of the WS 250 FBG.
The influence of the inlet air temperature, spray rate and atomisation pressure critical to process
parameters was determined and found that both the inlet air temperature and spray rate can
significantly impact the moisture time profile although atomisation pressure had little to no influence
upon the moisture content or time profile.
Both the inlet temperature and spray rate parameters influenced the maximum moisture content
achieved in the process and as a consequence, the rate of moisture addition. The time to reach the
end-point was also influenced however the end-point moisture content did not appear significantly
influenced.
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